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Abstract. Pervasive computing environments such as our future homes
are the prototypical example of a dynamic, complex systemwhere Service-
Oriented Computing techniques will play an important role. A home
equipped with heterogeneous devices, whose services and location con-
stantly change, needs to behave as a coherent system supporting its
inhabitants. In this paper, we present a fully implemented architecture
for domotic applications which uses the concept of a service as its funda-
mental abstraction. The architecture distinguishes between a pervasive
layer where devices and their basic internetworking live, and a composi-
tion layer where services can be dynamically composed as a reaction to
user desires or home events. Next to the architecture, we also illustrate a
visualization and simulation environment to test home coordination sce-
narios. From the technical point of view, the implementation uses UPnP
as the basic device connection protocol and techniques from Artiﬁcial
Intelligence planning for composing services at runtime.
Keywords: Pervasive Services, Internet of Things, Composition.
1 Introduction
The vision of the Internet of Things brings a number of fresh challenges, that the
ﬁeld of Service-Oriented Computing can help to address. Having a large number
of autonomous and heterogeneous objects whose location, connectivity, and set
of functionalities may change during a home’s life cycle, requires a rich and
ﬂexible infrastructure. Support for interoperation, dynamic discovery, sensing of
the current execution context, and run-time service compositions are among the
most notable elements of such an infrastructure.
In this paper, we focus our attention on the smart home. Following the vision
of the Smart Homes for All project [19], we design and implement a software
architecture based on the concept of service, that supports the integration of
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heterogeneous home devices, the inference of the home context, and the pos-
sibility to compose services inside the home as a response to a user need or a
home event. Technologies based on Service Orientation are not new for pervasive
systems. UPnP and Jini [6] have been proposed as protocols and architectures
for dynamic device and functionality discovery, based on describing services in
terms of WSDL and Java interfaces respectively. These are excellent starting
points for our study, as they provide support for basic interoperation, but to
realize genuinely smart homes, more aspects need to be designed in terms of
home sensing and composition.
Our approach is driven by the proposition that domestic events, may these
be generated by a user’s desire or by a home situation that needs to be handled,
can be best addressed by designing a complex behavior speciﬁc to the event
and the current home context. When a ﬁre breaks for example, one does not
simply want to turn on a ﬁre alarm, but rather, based on what services are
available in the home in terms of alarms, sprinklers, automatic doors, and so on,
infer the status of the home and the location of the user, and then compose the
available services to ensure maximum safety for the home inhabitants, as well as
protection for the home itself. Such a philosophy of design for pervasive systems
also brings an extra added value: the system is portable to several homes with
minimal reconﬁguration. In fact, the same event will be dealt with diﬀerently in
diﬀerent homes, simply because the available services will be diverse, as well as
the state of the environment.
The paper makes concrete the vision and philosophy above by resorting to Ar-
tiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) planning techniques for service composition, and UPnP
as the basic protocol for interoperation. Building on our previous work on service
composition [12,9] and creating a framework for integrating devices, we imple-
ment an instance of a SM4All architecture which is able to deal with physical
and simulated devices, and also visualize home behaviors. The implementation
is then evaluated to show that, despite the fact that we use elaborate AI tech-
niques, the system performs rapidly, and a road to actual home deployment is
deﬁnitely feasible.
The paper is organized as follows. A description of a possible scenario in a
smart home, working as our running example, is presented in Section 2. Then
we introduce the SM4All architecture, and we focus on the composition and
pervasive layers in Section 3. Section 4 provides details of the RuG ViSi visu-
alization tool. The results of performance evaluation for the framework at both
its composition and pervasive layer are presented in Section 5. A discussion of
related work and conclusions are presented in Sections 6 and 7 respectively.
2 Getting a Beer
The soccer World Cup is well under way and the user of our smart home, as
many others, likes to watch TV with a cold beer in his hands. Without too much
planning, he simply has to make sure that there is beer available in the house,
and that he has paid the electricity bills so that the TV can work. This simple
scenario can help illustrate the behavior of our smart home.
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Let’s assume that the inhabitant of the house has just taken his bath, and
wants to move to the sitting room to watch the forthcoming soccer match. Such a
request may include instructions about how the sitting room atmosphere should
be prepared—by adjusting the lights, probably opening the window if the tem-
perature is too high, and turning on the TV. During the halftime break, the user
decides to go to the kitchen to prepare something to eat. While being there, the
smoke detector in the kitchen identiﬁes a potentially dangerous smoke leak——
but fortunately not due to ﬁre. As a result, a predeﬁned home goal for dealing
with this situation is automatically triggered: after having ensured that the user
has safely moved out of the kitchen (let’s say to the adjacent sitting room), the
door leading to the kitchen is closed to isolate the smoke in a single room. The
ventilator, if present, is turned on and the kitchen window is also opened, so that
the foul air is expelled, while an alarm notiﬁcation appears on the TV screen.
While waiting in the sitting room, the user wants to move back to the kitchen,
but only after having assured that the environment there is safe, and the smoke
has been eliminated. This wish implies resorting to sensing to identify the cur-
rent situation in the kitchen. Let’s assume that after some time the smoke is
indeed eliminated, causing the alarm on the TV and the ventilator to automat-
ically turn oﬀ, and the user can ﬁnally move to the kitchen. After verifying that
no serious damage has been caused, he decides to move back to the sitting room
in order not to miss the second half of the match, that has just started.
While sitting on the sofa, and trying to overcome the stress from the unfor-
tunate smoke leak incident, the user wishes to have a cold beer in his hand.
Assuming that the household is equipped with a robot device, which is able to
move around the house, get and put items at particular places and sense their
temperature, the task for getting a cold beer can be assigned to the robot. Let’s
say that the user has neglected to put any beers in the fridge, however the system
ﬁnds out that there are some beers left on the store shelf. Having this informa-
tion in hand, the robot will move to the storage room and get a beer from there.
In order to satisfy the requirement that the beer should be cold, it will proceed
in placing the beer it has taken in the fridge, and leave it there for two minutes
to cool. Then it will take it out again and bring it to the sofa. It should be noted
that if the same goal was issued in another home instance, in which the robot
device has only the capability of getting items from the fridge, the user would
be unfortunate enough to be left without his highly desired cold beer, if there is
no one such available in the fridge.
3 Architecture
The middleware is the software layer that abstracts from distribution, providing
a coherent application interface. In the case of the Smart Home the middleware
is a thick layer that has to oﬀer a number of services to the participating com-
ponents. It has to accommodate for dynamic group membership, asynchronous
communication, provide a common message ontology, support heterogeneous and
mobile devices, mobility of the user. Most notably, it has to coordinate atomic
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Fig. 1. Architectural overview
device functionalities to satisfy elaborate application needs, that is, not sim-
ply expose a de-localized remote function, but rather aggregate and temporize
existing functions in order to provide an added-value complex functionality.
In the context of the Smart Homes for All project, we propose a middleware
architecture split into three macro layers. At the bottom is the pervasive layer,
where the heterogeneous sensors, actuators and mobile devices of the house live.
In the middle sits the composition layer, which is responsible for registering
and inferring the state of the home, as well as coordinating it on behalf of the
user. On top is the user layer which provides the interface to the home. This
schematization is illustrated in Figure 1 with the main control and information
ﬂows represented by arrows. In this paper, we focus on the composition and
pervasive layer, and provide an instance of the architecture. The user layer using
touch screen and brain computer interface [8] is beyond the scope of the present
treatment.
The central composition layer is further abstracted into ﬁve major compo-
nents. The context awareness module is responsible for the collection of the
sensed information from the home, and the maintenance of a representation of
the execution and user context in the home, by reading information directly from
the pervasive layer [5]. The repository keeps a number of key data bases which
include a registry of description of abstract devices, a registry of currently active
devices, semantic descriptions of service invocations, and the layout of the house
(e.g., the rooms that comprise it, and how they are arranged). A rule engine
is constantly informed about any changes in the context, and identiﬁes whether
certain conditions hold. If the conditions entail that some action has to be taken,
the rule engine directly invokes the composition module. The composition mod-
ule is the central one of the composition layer. It is responsible for ﬁnding the
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right combination of service operations that can satisfy the high level complex
goals, issued either by the rule engine (e.g., an emergency goal for combating
some dangerous gas that has been identiﬁed) or by the user layer (e.g., a request
for a beer). The composition module has to be aware of the home description
stored in the repository, as well as of the current state of the environment, as
seamlessly provided by the context awareness component. The working of the
module is based on AI planning [7], therefore we shall interchangeably refer to
it as the composition module or planner. Once a composition of services is com-
puted, it needs to be executed. The execution is controlled by the orchestration
module, which retrieves and invokes the physical services. Since the current state
of the environment constantly changes, and these changes may interfere with the
process in execution, the orchestrator should be able to use the feedback from
each invocation to drive the rest of the execution.
In the context of the SM4All project, we have instantiated the general ar-
chitecture described above using state-of-the-art and novel approaches we have
developed. In particular, we use a constraint-based approach to planning in order
to compose services [9], and UPnP [1] and OSGi [2] to provide a uniform infras-
tructure at the pervasive layer. In the followings, we describe in more details the
characteristics of each component and how it functions.
Pervasive Layer. The pervasive layer is a dynamic and open environment
where devices join and leave while oﬀering and consuming services. A number
of requirements have to be satisﬁed. Firstly, new services should be automat-
ically detected, and the interested parties should be notiﬁed accordingly. Sec-
ondly, the services should be described in a standardized programmatic manner,
and it should be possible to control them in accordance with this description.
Thirdly, interested parties should be notiﬁed about changes of services’ states in
a event-driven manner, and communication between services should be enabled
regardless of the platform each service runs on. Moreover, the pervasive layer
should be able to perform well with varying loads and number of participating
devices.
To realize the layer and satisfy the above requirements, we use Universal
Plug and Play (UPnP) [1] as the protocol for the direct access to hardware
services, WSDL and SOAP protocols to expose high-level services, and the OSGi
framework [2] as the intermediate between the physical UPnP and the WSDL-
level service invocations. Figure 2 provides an overview of the architecture of the
pervasive layer. At the bottom sits the network layer where physical devices can
dock. UPnP devices use TCP/IP and UDP as basic networking protocols, but
alternatives to UPnP, such as Bluetooth or ZigBee (www.zigbee.org), are also
possible. According to the UPnP speciﬁcation, a device includes a set of services,
each of which maintains some actions, i.e., operations that can be invoked, and
involves some state variables, which model the current state of the service.
OSGi provides the framework for the wrapping of devices (UPnP or non-UPnP
through the use of a proxy), providing a standard interface for interacting with
them. All components participating in the OSGi framework are deployed as so-
called bundles. The Controller is a special OSGi bundle that is responsible for
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Fig. 2. Pervasive layer architecture
handling events and controlling the services available in the framework, function-
ing as a bridge between the OSGi layer and the Web Service (WS) layer, which
provides a standardized API to the upper layers. On top are the clients, which
can invoke the services exposed by the available devices. Thanks to an event
propagation mechanism, registered clients are notiﬁed when UPnP services be-
come available or unavailable, and can subscribe to change events concerning the
state variables they are interested in. The clients may be a visualization and sim-
ulation tool (see Section 4), a BPEL orchestration engine [13], or a composition
layer.
The composition layer. The planner is the module standing at the core of the
composition layer. Its task is to compute a plan, that is, a sequence of actions
that need to be applied in order to satisfy a given goal. Starting from an initial
state, which in our case is reﬂected by the current values of all variables that
describe the home domain, the application of each action in the plan leads to
a new state, as prescribed by its eﬀects. Referring to Figure 1, we go through
the interactions that take place between the planner and the other components
of the composition layer. The planner ﬁrst retrieves the description of the home
stored in the repository, and forms the planning domain, by mapping each UPnP
action to a planning-level action, speciﬁed in terms of preconditions and eﬀects
(see Figure 3). This process has to take place once for each house instance, and
be repeated only when a new service is discovered or removed.
The planner is being constantly informed about the current values of the
variables describing the house by the context module, which receives the noti-
ﬁcations about any changes in the environment in accordance with the event








robotLocation = destination ∧
(adjacent same room(robotLocation, destination) ∨




Fig. 3. Examples of two planning-level actions
propagation mechanism mentioned in Section 3. Upon getting this information,
the planner updates its initial state accordingly. Whenever a goal is issued, the
planner performs a search to satisfy the goal under the conditions entailed by
the speciﬁc home and the current initial state. Then the actual plan is gener-
ated, and passed further to the orchestrator, which maps each planning-level
abstract action to the equivalent concrete UPnP action to be executed in the
pervasive layer. In Figure 3 we provide two examples of actions, as described
at the planner level. The ﬁrst action turn on ventilator states that the action
can be applied if the ventilator is OFF in the current state, and has as a re-
sult that it will be ON in the next state. The action move robot(destination)
instructs how the robot can move to a destination, provided as a parameter.
The action can be applied if the destination does not coincide with the robot’s
current location robotLocation, and if either the current and the destination lo-
cations are adjacent to each other and belong to the same room, or, in the case
they are neighbor locations but in diﬀerent rooms, the door between these two
rooms is open. Other actions, such as opening doors, can be applied to satisfy
the preconditions of the move robot action. This way, the moving will take place
in steps, with the robot maneuvering between neighbor locations, based on how
these are arranged in the speciﬁc house instance. Abiding by such a generic and
loosely-coupled encoding, the actions that are common in all houses have to be
speciﬁed once, without being tied to the details of each speciﬁc house.
The planner is a domain-independent CSP-based planner [9], which provides
a number of features that are of particular relevance to the requirements associ-
ated with smart domotic environments. Firstly, it supports eﬃcient handling of
variables with large domains, which are frequently present in intelligent compo-
nent interactions—e.g., temperature measurements, or the number of beers in
our example. Moreover, current advances in the CSP ﬁeld allow the employment
of powerful inference and search techniques to speed-up the search. An important
characteristic of the planner, that makes it especially well-suited for adaptable
and user-centric environments, is that it allows the expression and satisfaction of
extended goals. The supported goal language accommodates for temporal con-
structs and maintainability properties, and adopts a clear distinction between
sensing and achievement goals. The goal is expressed in a declarative way, i.e., it
prescribes what properties should be satisﬁed and under which conditions, but
not how the operations should be combined. A set of predeﬁned-deﬁned goals
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Table 1. The goals corresponding to the test-case scenario
Goal 1:
watch TV
achieve-maint(TvState = ON ∧ sitrLight1 = ON ∧
sitrLight2 = OFF ∧ userLocation = AT SOFA) ∧
(achieve-maint(sitrWindow = OPEN)
under_condition_or_not(




achieve-maint(kitchV entilator = ON ∧





smoke eliminated achieve-maint(kitchV entilator = OFF ∧ TV = OFF )
(by Rule engine)
Goal 4:
go to kitchen if safe
achieve-maint(userLocation = AT OV EN))
under_condition(
find_out-maint(kitchSmoke = OFF ))
Goal 5:
bring cold beer
achieve-final(robotLocation = userLocation ∧
robotHolds = BEER ∧ beerTaken = COLD)
can be made available to the user, hidden behind the buttons that appear in
the user interface panel. If the goal issued can be satisﬁed, the generated plan
is executed and the UPnP devices change state accordingly. If the goal is not
satisﬁable under the current context, a message is shown on the user interface.
Table 1 summarizes the goals that correspond to the scenario informally de-
scribed in Section 2. The syntax and semantics of most constructs can be found
in [9] (the language has been enriched with a couple of constructs thereafter).
In the case of Goal 1, the under_condition_or_not structure ensures that the
subgoal sitrWindow = OPEN will be satisﬁed if the temperature is higher
than 30 degrees, while if the temperature is lower than that, then only the rest
of the subgoals will be looked after. This is to be contrasted with the semantics
of the under_condition construct, which in Goal 4 for example dictates that
kitchSmoke = OFF should necessarily hold, otherwise the goal will fail. The
find_out type of subgoals take care of sensing. In the case of achieve-final
subgoals, the respective proposition has to be satisﬁed at the ﬁnal state, but is
allowed to hold or not throughout the plan execution, like for example in Goal 5
where robotLocation will change many times while the robot is moving around
to ﬁnd and get the beers. On the other hand, the maint annotation implies
that once the proposition is satisﬁed, it should remain true in all subsequent
states, preventing the variables involved to change many times in the plan states
traversal.
It is worth noting that the user does not have to know about the operational de-
tails of the service instances available in each speciﬁc house. It is up to the planner
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to ﬁnd a “creative” solution based on the capabilities of the particular house and
the current context, without depending on any ad-hoc business processes. Another
useful feature is that, thanks to a mechanism of dynamic addition and removal of
constraints, continual planning for newly-issued goals can be performed in an ef-
fectual way, as well as the incorporation of recent changes reported by the context-
awareness component, after removing the obsolete information.
4 Simulation and Visualization
Testing and verifying the behavior of service orchestration in large pervasive
systems is a costly and error prone enterprise, which demands a vast amount
of time and eﬀort. Therefore, an environment that mimics as closely as possible
the real setting, and is able to simulate a number of interactions and behaviors
can greatly help the development and testing of service-based pervasive comput-
ing applications. Following our initial implementation of a visualization tool for
home environments—the RuG ViSi tool—based on Google SketchUp [13], we
have upgraded it to a module compliant with the SM4All architecture, which is
capable of full bidirectional interactions with UPnP services or devices deployed
with a UPnP proxy. The visualization module is registered as a client of the
server on top of the OSGi framework. This way, one can control the devices at
the pervasive layer through their virtual equivalents, while the invocations of
the actual devices are in turn reﬂected at the visualization layer, by changing its
state. Figure 4 depicts a screenshot from the RuG ViSi tool, with a virtual house
Fig. 4. Simulated UPnP devices in the home
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(in the center) surrounded by a number of UPnP devices: a door controller, a
wall-fan, a light, two window controllers, a ﬁre alarm and a television set. A
UPnP module which represents the position of a user in the house, and can be
coupled with a location detector that provides information about the position
of the user, is also there (at the bottom). Real physical devices, that may follow
diﬀerent standards and communication protocols, such as Bluetooth or ZigBee,
can also be linked to the RuG ViSi tool. For instance, we have coupled a light
service with a Sentilla mote (www.sentilla.com) equipped with an accelerom-
eter and a radio connection. The hardware is plugged in the OSGi layer and,
when shaken, turns on and oﬀ a speciﬁc light in the virtual home.1
5 Evaluation
We have implemented the architecture described in Section 3 and the simulation
and visualization tool described in Section 4. Next, we provide an evaluation of
our implementation to show the viability of a home solution based on such an
architecture. We start by evaluating the pervasive layer, and then look into the
composition layer and consider its interactions with the other modules in the
system.
Evaluating the pervasive layer. First, we test the latency in the pervasive
layer. The setup is based on using a 2.66 Ghz computer running Windows 7, 64
bit and Java 1.6.0 18. The devices used for the test are implemented as OSGi
bundles, i.e., the devices are simulated and wrapped in OSGi. Every device
has one service which has a single state variable and action. The clients are
implemented in Java using Apache CXF 2.2.5. For the purposes of the evaluation,
we deﬁne the following quantities and measures: t stimulus is the time at the
beginning of a UPnP action invocation at one of the test devices, and t response
the time a client receives a notiﬁcation that a state variable changed as the result
of an action invocation. Latency is the absolute temporal diﬀerence between
stimulus and response of an action. This way, latency includes both service
control latency (latency related to the invocation of the action) and eventing
latency (latency related to the event notiﬁcation mechanism).
In the context of this test, a device is a simulated OSGi UPnP device, with one
service, one state variable count of type integer, and one action called setCount,
which acts as a setter for count. Since each device has one service, the terms
(UPnP) device and (UPnP) service are used interchangeably. A client is an
instance of a WS client whose only function is to record the time, when it is
informed about state variable changes. Real clients, such as the visualization
client or the composition layer, would of course include more functionalities.
The testing protocol is as follows. After bootstrapping, each client subscribes
to device count state variables (of device count diﬀerent devices). Then, the
following step is repeated iteration count times, with increasing values of cur-
rent iteration: for each device t stimulus is stored, its action is invoked with
1 A demo is available at www.youtube.com/watch?v=2w_UIwRqtBY ..
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current iteration as a value, and then a sleeping time of sleep time ms is is-
sued. Upon receiving a notiﬁcation that a state variable has changed, each
client stores the current time in the t response which corresponds to the speciﬁc
state variable and iteration (as reﬂected by the received value current iteration).























Fig. 5. Average latency with itera-
tion count = 10, device count = 100,
sleep time = 100ms
Finally, the time measurements are
aggregated to compute latency.
Figure 5 shows how the performance
of the system behaves when the num-
ber of clients increases, by plotting the
average latency. We also tried to in-
crease the number of devices up to
2.000 and have experienced latency
times in the order of 6 ms. It should
be noted that domotic systems involve
more complex devices, and therefore
the results of these tests should not
be used to make exact predictions on
how a real system will perform. The
evaluation however indicates that the
tool can support many clients and a
high number of devices, still provid-
ing very low response times. Next, we consider a very special type of client: the
composition module based on planning.
Evaluating the composition Layer. Considering the scenario of Section 2,
we implement all devices and services according to our architecture, and provide
an initial evaluation of the performance of the composition layer. The tests
have been run on a 1.83 Ghz computer running Debian GNU/Linuz 5.0, 32
bit and Java 1.6.0 12. The components are described with respect to the OSGI
UPnP Device Speciﬁcation and are exposed as OSGi bundles, with each device
supporting one or more services, each of which involves a number of actions and
state variables. The constraint solver standing at the core of the planner is the
Choco v2.1.1 constraint solving library (www.emn.fr/x-info/choco-solver).
The composition layer is registered as a client to the WS server of the middleware,
and subscribes to all services comprising the domain. In the speciﬁc evaluation,
we model a home with 5 rooms, and 10 devices providing 21 UPnP actions (plus
the sensing operations that are deﬁned for each state variable in the domain),
which aﬀect 22 diﬀerent state variables. The user himself is represented as one
of the services at the pervasive layer. It should be noted that a state variable can
be accessed or aﬀected by more than one services, possibly belonging to diﬀerent
devices, like the FridgeDoor variable, which, besides the Fridge device, can also
be directly set by the Robot, when for instance it wants to cool a beer. Each of
the exposed UPnP actions is mapped to an equivalent planner-level action, as
the ones shown in Figure 3.
We have tested the planner on each of the goals in Table 1, for diﬀerent initial
states in accordance with our testing scenario. Table 2 shows two examples of
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such plans. Each plan is represented as a partially ordered set of actions, with
comma-separated actions a1, a2 indicating that a1 has to be performed before
a2, while the actions included in the same set {a1, . . . , an} can be executed in
parallel. As one can see, the same goal for getting a cold beer results in diﬀerent
plans, depending on the current context: if there are no beers in the fridge ([5a])
the robot has ﬁrst to move to the storage to get a beer from there, and then
cool it by moving back to the fridge, while in the second case ([5b]) it can save
some eﬀort by getting the requested beer directly from the fridge. It should be
noted that because of the use of random search strategies, the plans returned
may slightly vary between diﬀerent runs.
Table 2. The plans generated for Goal 5 (getting a cold beer), for two diﬀerent initial
states (only the initial values that are of interest to the goal are mentioned)
Goal/Initial state Plan
[5a]
Goal 5 (get cold beer)









open fridgeDoor, {open sitrKitchDoor,
open kitchStorDoor},
move robot to(AT OVEN),
move robot to(AT STOR SHELF),
robotGetsBeerFromStorage,




{move robot to(AT SOFA),
close fridgeDoor}
[5b]
Same as above but with
numOfBeersInFridge = 1
open fridgeDoor, open sitrKitchDoor,
move robot to(AT FRIDGE),
{robotGetsBeerFromFridge,
open kitchStorDoor, open bedrBathrDoor,
open sitrBedrDoor},
{move robot to(AT SOFA),
close fridgeDoor}
The time required by the planner to subscribe to the available UPnP services,
build the planning-level domain description, and sense the ﬁrst initial state, by
invoking the UPnP sensing actions for all state variables, is 9.7 sec. This is the
‘home bootstrap’ time and needs to be executed only once per house and per set
of devices. We have measured the time the planner takes to generate a plan for
each of the goals, for a given initial state (the time taken by the other components
of the composition layer is negligible for the tests we run), as well as the time
needed for each plan to be actually executed by invoking the respective simulated
UPnP actions. These results are summarized in Table 3, along with the number
of actions included in the respective plan. We have used a random branching
strategy during constraint solving, by restarting the search after a maximum
number of backtracks. The reported times both for composition and execution
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Table 3. The time required for composition and execution. In [5a], which includes the









[1] (watch TV) 10 1.5 1.1
[2] (address smoke leak) 9 1.1 0.8
[3] (smoke eliminated) 2 0.7 0.3
[4a] (go to kitchen, smoke on) 0 0.1 –
[4b] (go to kitchen, smoke oﬀ) 4–5 0.7 0.4
[5a] (get beer, fridge empty) 12–15 2.4 0.6
[5b] (get beer, fridge full) 6–9 2.1 0.5
are averaged over 5 separate runs. As already mentioned, the plans may diﬀer
in some of the test situations, in which cases we mention both the minimum
and the maximum number of actions in the produced plans. It turns out that
the most demanding goal is 5 (getting a cold beer), especially in the case where
there are no beers already stored in the fridge, mainly due to the substantial
backtracking required to ﬁnd a solution (up to 478 backtracks, compared to 47
backtracks in the worst case concerning the other goals). In general, the more
indirect the inter-relations between the diﬀerent actions required to satisfy the
goal are, the more search and backtracks are needed to compute the desired
plan.
The changes entailed by the generated plan can also be visualized in the
simulated home environment. The visualization client has been tested on a
more restricted modelling of a house consisting of two rooms (see footnote 1 in
Section 4).
6 Related Work
In [4,3] we survey domotic standards and propose to use the Web service stack
as a means to solve the interoperability problem at home. We show how WS-
Notiﬁcation can be used as an event-based mechanism for addressing emergency
situations in the home, most notably, the fall of an elder. The basic architecture
is an eventing one with no notion of context and coordination of service beyond
basic action/reaction interactions. The issue of composing domotic components
has been addressed in [18], where composite services are deployed as BPEL
processes, which are made available in a semantically enriched OSGi platform.
These BPEL processes are predeﬁned and not created at run-time, based on
sensed information. A more dynamic approach inspired from AI techniques is
adopted in [17], where the problem of service integration is cast to Distributed
Constraint Optimization. This is a highly distributed framework, however it
suﬀers from an inﬂexible and cumbersome domain modelling process, while the
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requests the user can make are restricted to a set of rather simple commands
that involve only a limited number of devices. AI planning techniques for Web
Service composition have been proposed by a number of authors, e.g., [12,11,14].
A common denominator of most of the approaches in this area is that they can
support a restricted variety of composite functionalities, either because they
rely on—to a lesser or greater extent—ﬁxed templates of pre-anticipated user
behaviors, or because they support simple goals, with limited expressive power.
From the pervasive layer perspective, Service Oriented Architectures have
been widely proposed, e.g., UPnP or Jini [6]. A richer form of “pervasive SOA”
is proposed in [15], where the importance for home networks with platform inde-
pendence and loose coupling is advocated. In [15] the challenges that currently
exist in interconnecting home devices are described, and it is recognized that
OSGi can be useful for developing smart homes. In [16], a semantic annotation
of the OSGi description is proposed to improve the discovery process. Looking
at UPnP [1], its use as low level home middleware has been often proposed,
e.g., [10].
7 Concluding Remarks
Service-Oriented computing provides an advanced approach to building dynamic
systems. If its initial thrust came from the need of integration of business infor-
mation systems, the future may add a new important area: pervasive computing
with our homes being an important instance. We have designed, implemented
and evaluated a generic SOA for homes which supports highly dynamic comput-
ing context. Our initial evaluation indicates that the approach using AI planning,
context awareness, and OSGi/UPnP device wrapping is a viable one.
To achieve a robust, scalable and user-friendly solution, many research chal-
lenges remain open. Dealing with concurrency and possible contradictions that
may arise when events interfere with the execution of a plan, is an important
extension of our framework. Improving the eﬃciency of the planner used for
composition, and moving towards generating optimal plans, is also high in our
agenda, as are context updates and eﬃciency in sensing. Another direction of fu-
ture work involves further automating the process of transforming the pervasive-
level services to planning-level actions by using an ontology that provides the
necessary semantic annotations. Security, privacy, and user interfacing are also
important topics currently investigated by other partners of the SM4All project.
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